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COMFORT

DIMENSIONS

1. Choose design 311
2. Choose combination
3. Choose fabric

HOW TO DESIGN

DESIGN ELEMENTS
11 Combinations
Available in fabric

Cover Elastic Webbing

PUR Foam

Wood

Soft Wadding

High Resilient Foam

Nozag Springs
Foam feather mix

Levane is the ultimate cosy and yet exclusively looking sofa. Use the soft-touch mechanism and 
extend the seat by 19cm. The extremely large proportions ensure multiple seating positions 
and you can easily make your own cosy corner. Enjoy the fully upholstered back for even more 
sofa space. Levane is made with beautiful and puffy feather-mix back seat cushions. We have 
hidden the zippers to give this sofa the optimal look. The sofa is completely wrapped in feathers 
for optimal softness, and the refined stitching just adds to the cosy look. Optional adjustable and 
moveable neck rest can be added to the sofa.

Foam/Feather mix

The electric models are shown with the dotted lines.

THECA reserves the right to modify or delete prices, products and product specifications without any prior notice. THECA has no liability for any errors or omissions 

in the materials. All weights and measures shown are best approximations. 

Seams and stitching can vary from fabric to leather. 
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COMBINATIONS
LEVANE

17/09/2018

Combo shown 3222 Combo shown 2522 Combo shown 1710 Combo shown 0032 Combo shown 0072 Combo shown 9122 Combo shown 9162 Neck rest 3111055
Combo mirrored 0042 Combo mirrored 0082 Combo mirrored 9132 Combo mirrored 9172

3-seater with function 2½-seater with function Pouf Chaisel.+2½-seater w. function Chaisel.+3-seater w. function Open-end+2½-seat. w. function Open-end+3-seat. w.function
Price group

M3: 1,84 M3:1,59 M3: 0,43 M3: 2,78 M3: 3,03 M3: 3,44 M3: 3,69 M3: 0,06
1
2
3
4
5

With a nominel size of up to 150 cm. (width, depth, height) the tolerence may not exceed 2 cm.
When larger than 150 cm. Not more than 3 cm.


